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What do we mean by inflation 
from a phenomenological 

point of view?
A_s — the size of the primordial scalar power spectrum 

n_s — the power index of the primordial scalar power spectrum 

r — the primordial tensor-to-scalar ratio 

f_nl — the size of 3 point function of primordial curvature fluctuations 



Planck2015 TT 
+Planck2015 low-ell 

polarization

Planck2013 TT 
+WMAP low-ell  

polarization

Tension  
between 

2013 and 2015

BKP
All primordial type  

f_nl are consistent with 0
A_s ~ 4E-9



n_s

Red tilt!

Power spectrum is 
 larger on low-k, 
smaller on high-k



r

BICEP-II: NO detection of primordial B-mode!

Dust contamination!





Satellite: LiteBird  
(50~270 GHz),  

Japan

Ground base: BICEP-III (95,150 GHz),  USA
Simon Array (95,150, 220 GHz), USA
QUBIC (95,150, 220 GHz), EU

Balloon: Spider 
 (100,150,220 GHz), 

 USA

Aim: r~1E-3
Say CMB died ONCE MORE!



[Huang et.al. 1509.02676]



2013

2015

f_nl

non-canonical  
kinetic, e.g. DBI

single field  
slow-roll



A_s



Efstathiou @ Ferrara



Efstathiou @ Ferrara



1. As and tau
Absolute calibration: 

1. Both 2013 and 2015 TT Planck likelihood code is 
composed by data from 100, 143, 217 GHz channels.  

2. 2013 TT pipeline only calibrate 100 and 217 GHz 
relatively to 143 GHz channel, but fix the absolute 
amplitude in 143 GHz channel.  

3. In 2015 pipeline, they do the same as 2013 for 100 
and 217 GHz channel, but marginalise the absolute 
amplitude (y_p) in 143 GHz. This overall calibration 
uncertainty is then propagated to As*Exp(-2\tau), 
effective amplitude of TT spectrum.  



low tau: seems good news for warm DM. (have 
more time to form the structures before the 

formation of the star) 2013

2015



Inflationary model



r~16/N~0.1 r~12/N^2~1E-3
[D.Roest,   JCAP 1401 (2014) 007]

Two classes of inflation



Is this end of the 
story?



Features in Power Spectrum

low-ell anomaly





Planck15



•The low-ell anomaly, \ell~(20,40), is in the sky, 
not due to systematics! 

•Are they primordial signal? 

•But the significance is not strong enough, due 
to the cosmic variance.



1. Observational hints of oscillatory features

TT spectrum residual from best-fit LCDM model 

[Planck-2013: XXII]



l ∈(500,1200)

Appears in all channels

Spectrum residual from best-fit LCDM model 



2015



2. CMB bispectrum 

Observational hints of oscillatory features

The best-fit template to the  
reconstructed CMB bisp 

~       detection3σ

[Planck-2013: XXIV]



2. Models with a transient reduction
 of the speed of sound

Assumption: 1 light & 1 heavy fields

Time

cs2

Two field model:

[C. Cheung et. al. JHEP 0803 (2008) 014] 
[S. Weinberg Phys.Rev. D77 (2008) 123541]   
[A. Achucarro et. al. JHEP 1205 (2012) 066] 

EFT for inflation: 

light adiabatic heavy isocurvature

derivative coupling, e.g.              => a turn 



After Integrating out heavy field

effective action  
for light field: slow roll sound speed

Primordial sprectrum: sub-leading 

Primordial bispectrum: leading

Do NOT interrupt slow roll condition!



Oscillatory features in the transient sound speed reduction 
models— Power spectrum

keep slow roll 
condition

[A.Achucarro et. al. PRD 89 (2014) 103006]Gaussian reduction in e-folds











~ 10% effect



2. Primordial Bispectrum (leading order)

removing 1
k1
3k2

3 +
1

k1
3k3

3 +
1

k2
3k3

3K = 0.19 K = 0.21

[Miranda et al. Phys.Rev. D86 (2012)],  [Park et al. Phys.Rev. D85 (2012)]Step in  
sound  
speed:

[Adshead et al. PhysRevD.84.043519], [Bartolo et al. JCAP 1310 (2013) 038]

[Adshead et al. PhysRevD.84.043519], [Nakashima et al. Prog.Theor.Phys. 125 (2011)]
[Bean et al. JCAP 0803 (2008) 026],     [Cannone et al.  Phys.Rev. D89 (2014)]



squeezedl1 = 4,l3 = l 2+4
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equilateral
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l1 = l2 = l3
Also see Munchmeyer’s  

& Van Tent’s talks



Fergusson et al. 1410.5114
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3. Search with CMB map—TT spectrum

degeneracy  
of featured and  

vanilla  
parameters is  

negligible

Planck+WP

profile likelihood

2013



A

B

C

D

2013

2015

preliminary
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4. Search with LSS survey—WiggleZ 

features shows  
around k~(0.1,0.2)

Search up to  
k=0.2 
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Independent search with different data 

Planck+WP WiggleZ



Planck+WP WiggleZ

Independent search with different data 

Two coincident modes 
including the best-fit mode



Combine Planck and WiggleZ

get better constrained in Planck+WiggleZ



Bayesian Evidence

posterior evidence
Beyesian  

ratio

Jeffreys’s criterion (1<R<3): Barely worth mentioning!

Evidence:

:    Sound speed modelM1M 0 :    Base-LCDM model

R>1: data faver M1R<1: data faver M0



1. A transient reduction of the speed of sound generically 
gives primordial oscillatory features. 

2. It could produce sizeable and distinguishable features in 
CMB spectrum, bispectrum and matter spectrum. 

3. Planck-2013 and WiggleZ data shows a coincidence in 
the best-fit mode. 

4. The statistical significance is not big enough to claim a 
detection.

Conclusion
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Thank you!



bonus slide



Official Planck-2013 and 2015
binned TT spectra



1st and 2nd peak



3rd and 4th peaks



Log(β ) = 7.2

Two mode with the same frequency                    
but with different location              (red)                (green)

Log(−τ 0 ) = 5.5
Log(β ) = 6.3 Log(β ) = 7.2
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After convolving with transfer function 
they looks similar, due to the damping effect on small scale
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3. Search with CMB map—TT spectrum

degeneracy  
with vanilla  

parameter is  
negligible

Planck+WPprofile likelihood

CoV          Mat



Search with CMB map—Zoom in best-fit

Need to consider  
look-elsewhere effect!

Enlarge the  
parameter space



2. Models with a transient reduction
 of the speed of sound

integrating out               heavy field

Time

cs2

turn

sound speed  
reduced

A.Achucarro et. al. 
JHEP 1205  
(2012) 066 light adiabatic heavy isocurvature

effective  
action:



4. Search with LSS survey—WiggleZ 
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features shows  
around k~(0.1,0.2)

Search up to  
k=0.2 


